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Please spread the word.

The Vilna Shul is the place to connect to Boston’s Jewish past. We are the place 

that Jews from around the world search out when they look for the beginnings of 

Jewish history in America. Even though we are not the oldest 

synagogue building, we are the only one that still survives 

in its authentic form. As President of the Board of Directors 

of the Vilna Shul, Boston’s Center for Jewish Culture, I am 

proud that Boston now has a revitalized Jewish historical site 

and that through this site we can help perpetuate an enduring 

Jewish identity in Boston.

This authentic historical site with its recently exposed 

wall art and the research that ties the site to Boston’s earliest 

citizens is bringing in local visitors, as well as those from 

around the globe. The enthusiasm that visitors have for 

learning about the history, culture and spirituality of the Jews 

is exciting. 

We are able to function as Boston’s historic Jewish site thanks to all of you who 

receive this newsletter and help support the Vilna Shul, Boston’s Center for Jewish 

Culture.  Guaranteeing a Jewish future is not an easy task, but through exhibits, life 

cycle events, Havurah on the Hill, holiday observances, and the many programs held at 

the Vilna Shul, we are doing our best to create a strong Jewish presence in Boston.  

Thank you for your past support that has allowed the Vilna Shul to become what it is 

today. We need your future support to expand on our mission of perpetuating a Jewish 

identity in Boston.  Please continue with your generous support and spread the word 

about all the great things happening at the Vilna Shul.

 Sincerely yours,

 Jack Swartz, President
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Steven M. Greenberg

There are many changes taking place in the world of Jewish engagement and identity. The Vilna Shul 
is part of those changes.  More and more visitors are seeking us out as a way to explore their personal 
Jewish identity.  We are being approached by a variety of other organizations to host programs and events 
that help us perpetuate an enduring Jewish identity in Boston.  We are the premier Jewish historical site 
in Boston and our connection to the history of Beacon Hill, the West End, and the Black Heritage Trail 
continues to grow as we delve deeper and deeper.  Of particular interest is the connection the Vilna Shul 
has to the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, the all-black Civil War Regiment that is memorialized 
in the movie Glory. Mark Nystedt, our lead researcher, has found records that clearly tie the minister of 
the Twelfth Baptist Church, Reverend Leonard A. Grimes, to the Regiment. We know that the benches in 
the sanctuary are from the Twelfth Baptist, so the implication is that members of the regiment sat on the 
benches that fill the sanctuary. 

These connections to history, and to the individual historical events that comprise it, further enhance 
the significance of the Vilna Shul as an integral part of Boston’s history. Our roots as a Litvak synagogue 
that evolved into a “mutt” (mixed breed, so to speak) synagogue mirrors the evolution of Jewish intra- 
marriage.  The wall art restoration in the sanctuary tells both stories as the history of the congregation 
unfolds from one that is looking back at Zion, its historic homeland, to one that is looking to be like all 
the other American places of worship in the 1960’s: beige.  So many stories and so great a setting to tell 
them all in.

The story that I like to tell the most is the one about how we connect the way we worship to the way 
we learn.  Using the tefillin of a beloved friend, Benny Peters, I explain how wearing tefillin on our arm 
facing our heart reminds us to have a good and compassionate heart and also to have a strong hand so 
we can do good deeds.  However, my favorite part is that we also wear them on our head to think good 
thoughts.  It is the thinking of good thoughts and the way in which we as a people have developed a 
system of teaching and learning how to engage in thinking that helps define what makes Jews different.   
A visitor who had been teaching at the college level for many years made an interesting remark after 
I told her about a Bat Mitzvah I had recently attended: “Ah ha, that is why the Jewish children are 
different.” “What do you mean?” I asked.  “Well, if they can question the most sacred Jewish text, the 
Torah, who am I for them not to question me?”  And they do, and here at the Vilna Shul we allow all to 
question.  We start teaching  right from the moment they see the open front door, the one we leave open 
all the time.

That is our mission, to provide an open door, to be willing to allow all to enter and to question.       
To let them investigate and explore, learn about the culture of the Jews of Boston at a historic site and 
possibly have a spiritual experience.  This welcoming attitude has allowed the Vilna Shul to be part of a 
new way for Jews to engage themselves in traditions and ideas that they may have moved away from. Close 
to fifty percent of all Jews in America today are not affiliated with a formal Jewish institution.  Many of 
these express a desire to find a way to connect with Judaism, but not by joining a synagogue.  How they 
want to engage is unclear.  Many hold a Passover seder as an important family get-together and yet never 
attend services.  Others find that hiking together on Shabbat brings them a connection to Judaism that 
they do not otherwise feel. The Vilna Shul allows them to engage with an old building in one of America’s 
oldest neighborhoods in one of its oldest cities. It is a building that allows us to perpetuate an enduring 
Jewish identity in old Yankee Boston; we should all be proud.

  

Steven M. Greenberg,  Executive Director

We Should All Be Proud
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Not PAintinG tHe WALLS WAS oUR WeddinG MitzVAH to tHe ViLnA by Howard GarshClose to our fortieth wedding anniversary a few months ago, we made a trip into Boston from Belmont to see the old shul on Phillips Street. 
We—Howard and Susan Garsh—had been married there in 1970, and we wanted to see what exhibits the shul had on display.  We were pleased to 
find it open and to have been given a brief tour of the facility.  We were thrilled to walk into the sanctuary and experience such happy memories.  
Much to our delight, Steven and the crew asked us to share our story in the Vilna Scribe newsletter.

I, Howard, was born and educated in South Africa. My father Abe arrived in South Africa from Ponevezh, Lithuania via Southampton, Eng-
land, in 1902. My mother Aleece was born in Germany, fled to England in 1936, and immigrated to South Africa in 1940. While at sea, Aleece 
was detained by the British Navy as a suspected German spy.

Susan was born in Fall River, MA. Her father Henry lived in Kassell, Germany, and fled to the US a few days after graduating from law 
school upon receiving warnings of the impending Kristallnacht. Susan’s mother Rita was born in Fall River to parents who had recently emi-
grated from Russia. Susan is now an Associate Justice of the Superior Court of Massachusetts.

We met in Puerto Rico on Luquillo Beach in 1966 where we were both attending a student conference. Susan was a student at Barnard 
College in New York, and she jumped at the opportunity to debate and castigate a white South African for the terrible things that the apartheid 
regime was perpetrating on black South Africans. I managed to convince her that I was not personally responsible for all of the sins of successive 
Nationalist governments. While Susan worked in South Africa for a year as a journalist, we fell in love, decided to marry, and to be married and 
live in Massachusetts. For that, I came to Boston with a 90-day K-1 visa. We had 90 days to plan and actually get married.  

I asked Jackie Kessler, an old friend from an earlier trip to Paris where we had done some street singing together, to help since Jackie was then a 
cantor in Framingham. He suggested that we contact 
the young Rabbi Arthur Green to officiate. Not being 
members of any congregation at the time, Rabbi Green 
suggested that we try the Vilna Shul on Phillips Street. 
I liked this idea because my father’s family had immi-
grated to South Africa from Lithuania.

We telephoned Mr. Mendel Miller, President of 
the Vilna, and arranged to meet and discuss having 
our wedding at the shul. When we arrived and en-
tered the building, we were at first very disappointed 
at the rather dilapidated look and layout of the first 
floor room. Much to our relief, we soon realized that 
the shul’s sanctuary was on the second floor. 

When we asked Mr. Miller what the charge 
would be for us to use the building for the ceremo-
ny, he mentioned a figure of one or two hundred 
dollars. Then, to our amazement, he asked us to 
pay to have the sanctuary painted! I had just arrived 
in Boston with a new Volvo, one suitcase, about 
$2,000, and with the proverbial clothes on my back. 
I signaled to Susan that I didn’t think we could pay 
to paint the shul. Susan looked at Mr. Miller, and 
with sad eyes and disappointment in her voice, she told him that we could not afford to pay for the painting of the shul, but that we would be 
pleased to pay the cost of having the synagogue itself and the entryway and stairs cleaned in preparation for the wedding. We would also happily 
pay to replace the many missing light bulbs. To our relief, Mr. Miller immediately accepted our offer. 

The big day arrived – day 87 of my 90-day visa – with a humongous snow storm that made travel somewhat difficult in and around Bos-
ton. There was not a very big crowd at our wedding: two of my university friends from South Africa who were visiting the US by chance, a few 
of Susan’s college friends, her family, a few friends of her family, and my New York family. Cantor Kessler sang beautifully and Rabbi Green 
conducted a lovely and most meaningful ceremony. We both remember feeling very blessed to have found this special shul in which to have been 
married. And I will never forget looking out from the chuppah and seeing Mr. Miller and several neatly dressed elderly strangers sitting in the 
back row entranced by the happy proceedings.

Since, though, Susan and I have regretted not having been able to help that little struggling shul on Phillips Street more by painting its 
sanctuary walls. Much to our amusement, though, our forty years of regret ended during that visit a few months ago when we learned that the 
Vilna Shul was now removing paint in order uncover its murals. Had we painted the walls, that project would be more costly. As it turned out, 
not painting the walls was our wedding mitzvah to the Vilna. 

the wedding of Susan and Howard Garsh
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tHe ViLnA PRoPeRty WitH HoUSeS: 1728 to 1855 by Mark nystedtIn the last two issues of the Scribe, I gave an account of my Vilna property research and of the Vilna property from 1630 to 1728 while it 
was farm lots. Here, I will share a little about the property from 1728 to 1855 when there were houses on the property.

In 1728, Colonial Treasurer Jeremiah Allen, who had inherited several acres on Beacon Hill’s North Slope, surveyed in the streets and 
the two 40x100 house lots on which the Vilna now sits. The two Vilna house lots were sold almost immediately to Thomas and Ephraim Craft, 
brothers, real estate developers, and house builders who moved two houses onto the lots. 

The moving of houses is an understudied aspect of Massachusetts’ architectural history. While living in Salem, I noticed something odd 
about many of the houses on the Salem peninsula: several hundred houses were older than the streets on which they sat, and several hundred 
other houses had mismatched back additions that were obviously older than their newer main front structures. After giving these oddities a 
few years of thought, I realized that both situations were the result of older houses and commercial buildings having been moved to new streets 
and to the rear of newer houses. The “ah-ha” moment came while reading Salem’s Reverend William Bentley’s diary where Bentley noted on 
October 19, 1811, a conversation with a Mr. Skerry. Skerry was moving a house, three other houses were being moved on that day, and Skerry 
informed Bentley that he had moved 60 houses in Salem during the previous year. It seems as if as many as 100 houses were moved each year 
in Salem during the fifty years after the Revolution, totaling a few thousand. 

Apparently, Salemites - and Bostonians - who wanted new houses but who also wanted to keep their family’s property, sold their houses 
to house moving real estate developers. The house movers, then, moved those houses to new streets and new neighborhoods and the original 
home owners built new houses on their now vacant property. As the North Slope was experiencing this transition from farm lots to low-income 

rental housing, the “new” houses on 
the North Slope and the Vilna property 
were very likely moved houses and not 
of new construction.

The Craft brothers immediately 
sold these two houses and lots to 
John Breck and Lt. Governor Thomas 
Cushing. Forty years later, the Sons of 
Liberty would dress in their Mohawk 
costumes at the Crafts’ North End home 
in preparation for the Boston Tea Party. 

Sometime before 1790, second 
houses appeared behind the two front 
houses. For all but 20 years, the Vilna 
property was rental. Although we know 
who owned the property, we have no 
clue who rented the property before 
1796. Space here allows for comments 
about only a few of the property owners.

In 1796, the house where the 
women’s/overflow section is now 
located was subdivided into three 

“condos.” One “condo” room and yard was only 13x18 feet. As at least one of these “condo” co-owners was of mixed race, Moses Eustis, it 
is likely that the other co-owners were also of mixed race or of African descent. Moses Eustis’ second-cousin on his white father’s side was 
the future Governor William Eustis whose Shirley Mansion residence is now owned by Historic New England. This “condo” ownership 
arrangement was short-lived, the house’s subdivisions being bought in 1799 by the African American Caesar Noyes. (A hundred years before, 
while the property was still farm lots, Nathaniel Oliver owned the property briefly. Nathaniel Oliver also owned slaves.)

Also in 1796, the 14-18 Phillips Street lot with its two houses was purchased by Josiah and Benjamin Nottage for their residences and from 
which they operated the family public works construction business. The Nottages built Boston’s first sewers, wharfs, the first Cambridge Street 
West Boston bridge, and the bridges in Newark (see illustration) and Passaic, New Jersey, that connected New York and Philadelphia. In 1805, 
the Nottages bought the neighboring rear house owned by Caesar Noyes, giving the Vilna property its familiar L shape. 

Joshua Bennett of Billerica bought the property in 1830. Bennett grew and exported hops from his Billerica and Woburn farms and 
invested in banking, insurance, railroads, and real estate in Boston and Lowell. About 1840, the rear house on the 14-18 Phillips Street lot was 
destroyed by fire; and in 1855, Bennett demolished the remaining two houses and built three tenement buildings. 

In the next issue of the Scribe, I’ll share more about the Bennett family and the Bennett tenements.

WPA mural of the opening of the nottage built drawbridge in newark, new Jersey
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LooKinG FoRWARd by Sarah Perron  Hello! My name is Sarah Perron, and I am the new Program Assistant here at the Vilna Shul. I 
discovered the Vilna quite unexpectedly one day during a casual glance at a job posting website, and was 
instantly excited and intrigued by it. I feel so blessed to now find myself here, and would like to express my 
thanks to Steven Greenberg, Executive Director, for entrusting me with the responsibility of helping to care 
for this special place.

Working at the Vilna Shul is another wonderful step in my journey into Judaism. I am not Jewish, 
but instead grew up in a Christian home in which I was introduced to the Bible and belief in G-d by my 

wonderful parents. For most of my growing up years, my understanding of who the Jews were was very vague; living in a small town in 
Vermont without any personal contact with practicing Jews made it difficult to have a full understanding. I was taught a little here and there 
about Judaism, but one thing I’ve learned is that it’s difficult to fully comprehend something unless you experience it first-hand, unless you 
personally live and breathe it. I didn’t get this up-close-and-personal experience with Judaism until shortly before the end of college. I had 
met a really nice guy named Rick (who would later become my husband, and who is also not Jewish), and was invited by him to visit the 
shul he had been attending for the past few years. That Shabbat changed my life, and from then onward, I returned to shul with Rick week 
after week. That encounter with Judaism touched something deep inside of me, and I started to ask myself some very hard questions about 
the beliefs I had held all of my life. As I studied, prayed, and pondered over the next few years, I fell more and more in love with the Torah, 
the Jewish people, and the G-d of Israel. After five years of learning and growing, my husband and I have made the decision to convert to 
Judaism. Just as Rick and I decided to express our love for and commitment to each other by getting married, we now want to make an 
official commitment to the family of Israel because of our love for them and for their G-d.

I feel fortunate beyond words to have been given the opportunity to work at the Vilna Shul. I love the emphasis Judaism puts on 
remembering: remembering and honoring the people who have gone before us, and remembering and learning from the past. History is not 
a stagnant thing; rather, it is alive and present in our lives every day, and is the reason why we are who we are. It is one big journey that we’re 
all a part of. The Vilna Shul is an amazing piece of history, and I am excited to have a part in preserving and sharing its past with all who 
visit, while also helping to fill it with new life for the future, such as in my work with Havurah on the Hill. Judaism and the Vilna Shul feel 
like home to me, and I look forward to the many adventures and discoveries in the journey ahead. 

           ConVeRtinG to JUdAiSM At tHe ViLnA SHUL by Rebecca Kanter When I became interested in converting to Judaism, becoming a docent at the Vilna Shul was a natural 
step in the learning experience. I also did some volunteer work at Hebrew Senior Life and Jewish Vocational 
Services as a way to learn more about the Jewish people and Judaism in general. As an American Studies 
major, I have studied different aspects of American society, politics and history. Working as a tour guide 
supplemented different ideas and concepts I learned in my classes, contributed to a greater understanding of 
my American identity and helped me develop a stronger Jewish identity.

When I started searching for a proper location for my conversion ceremony and celebration, Rabbi Sam 
Seicol suggested holding the event at a public park in Brookline, as I am not a formal member of any temple. 

When the Vilna Shul became available to me, I was excited because I felt it was important for this major life cycle event to be held in a place 
central to Jewish life and learning, a synagogue. In addition, realizing my conversion would be the first in the history of the Vilna Shul since it 
has become a museum and cultural center (and perhaps in the history of the Shul itself), the location became even more significant to me. My 
new life as a Jew is proving very meaningful. I am looking forward to celebrating Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur and hopefully having a meal 
in the Sukkah at the Vilna Shul.  As I begin this journey, I can only hope that my Jewish identity and the Vilna’s both continue to grow.

Rabbi Sam Seicol will be offering classes and programs here at the Vilna Shul.  Rabbi Sam, as we call 
him, was ordained as a Reform rabbi in 1978. Most recently, he served as MIT’s Hillel Community Education & 
Engagement Director.  He previously worked with congregations as an interim rabbi in Hyannis, Pittsfield, and 
Tampa. Before that, Rabbi Sam was the Chaplain/Director of Religious Services at the Hebrew Rehabilitation 
Center for the Aged in Boston from 1994 through 2003, and has worked in the field of Geriatric Chaplaincy 
since 1982.  Rabbi Sam’s credentials include:  founding member and past Chair of the Forum on Religion, 
Spirituality and Aging of the American Society on Aging, and founding certified member and board member of 
the National Association of Jewish Chaplains.  Please go to www.vilnashul.org to see class schedule.

RABBi SAM teACHinG At tHe ViLnA SHUL

Sarah Perron

Rebecca Kanter

Rabbi Sam Seicol

www.vilnashul.org/index.php/events
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the Vilna Shul Please help us SAVE money.  If we could send you the SCRIBE 
newsletter by email, it would save both printing and mailing costs.  
Please go to www.vilnashul.org to join our email list and sign up for 
email delivery of the newsletter.  Thank you!

Please see our website for information on the Rabbi/Professor David 
Starr lecture/discussion series on Jewish Identity.

Havurah on the Hill 

Havurah on the Hill (HOH) has had a very exciting Spring 2010.

In April, Nina Dudnik spoke about her experiences as a researcher in Africa and how that inspired her to found  Seeding Labs, a philanthropic group based 

in Cambridge, MA that works to share surplus supplies with scientists and medical practitioners in need throughout the world.

Gordon Zacks shared his passion for the State of Israel in May. He told stories about working with President George H. W. Bush and his work helping Natan 

Sharansky gain his freedom with President Ronald Reagan. The discussion continued beyond  his speech with a Q&A session throughout the rest of the evening.

June’s speaker was Tamar Katz, the Israeli National Women’s Figure Skating Champion. She spoke about her training, travels for international competitions 

and the controversy surrounding the Israeli Olympic Committee’s decision not to allow her to compete in the Winter Olympics despite her qualification.

In July, Jessica Kate Meyer shared her journey from being an actress who worked with Roman Polanski and Adrian Brody in The Pianist to becoming a 

cantorial and rabbinical student at Hebrew College. She also co-led the Friday night services.

In August, the award-winning playwright Israel Horovitz spoke about his experiences growing up Jewish in Wakefield, MA as “nothing more than my father’s 

son.” He shared many interesting and entertaining stories about his career as a playwright and the people he’s met along the way, including how he collaborated 

with Paul Simon on the song “My Little Town.”  

In addition to our regular Friday night events, HOH held its first “Service Leaders Academy” to help people learn how to lead services. Attendees spent the 

evening going over the order of the service and practicing from the bima in the sanctuary. The first “graduate” led Kabbalat Shabbat at the June event.

Havurah on the Hill also received a one-time CJP Young Adult grant to update our prayer books. The committee has started meeting and working on this 

very exciting project.

Affiliate 
of the Combined 
Jewish Philanthropies 
and 
official Project 
of Save America’s 
treasures

Boston’s Center
for Jewish Culture
18 Phillips Street
Boston, MA 02114-6356
www.vilnashul.org
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